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Year 11 Subject Area

Business Studies

Ethics GCSE

What topic covered since
September

5 top tips for revision
1. Use the GCSE Pod
regularly for each unit.
2. Complete the end of unit
Questions in the Revision
Book.
3. Make handwritten notes
in your exercise books as
you work through each
topic.
4. Revise thoroughly for in
class tests.
5. Ask for support in class
on anything you do not
understand.
❏ Create concise revision
notes after each lesson try to condense your
understanding to a
maximum of 5 points
❏ Complete A3 revision
sheets for each topic
❏ Use GCSE Pod and BBC
bitesize regularly - little
chunks of regular revision
are a great way to keep
on top of your revision
plan
❏ Create practice questions
to help you secure the
exam technique for each
question style
❏ Review your learning
regularly to check for
misunderstandings or

points to ask your
teacher
❏ https://www.bbc.co.uk/bi
tesize
Unit 2.3 Urban issues in two
contrasting cities.
Geography GCSE

History GCSE

Unit 3.1 Tectonic processes and
landforms.

Changes in Health and Medicine
Unit
Since September we have been
looking at changes to health and
medicine over time. We have
looked at causes of diseases like
Black Death Cholera and HIV
AIDS in the medieval period,
early modern times, 17-19th
century and then on to modern
times.
We have followed the same
pattern to look at how
vaccinations and steps to
prevent disease developed over
time from Jenner’s smallpox
vaccinations to COVID -19.
Last year we also studied the
USA : A nation of contrasts and
so it is a good idea to look over
that work now and again to keep
it fresh in your minds.

Regularly review classwork and
create A3 revision notes and
cards.
Use GCSE Bitesize to complete
tasks on this unit
Complete tasks and watch video
on GCSE pod
Use exam booklet to practise
past paper questions
★ Review your book and
notes carefully so you can
raise any questions that
you have with your
teacher in school or on
the google classroom. Try
to look over your work
regularly so that you are
keeping your topics fresh
in your mind
★ Complete A3 revision
sheets on each of the
topics from the Spec in
the inside front cover of
your book to help with
your subject knowledge.
Little and often revision
is far more powerful than
long nights cramming for
hours.

★ Use BBC Bitesize revision
on the topic too! Think
about why that event was
significant and why. Use
short knowledge quizzes
★ https://www.bbc.co.uk/bi
tesize
★ Practise looking for
connections between
pieces of information on

a topic. Look for
differences and things
they have on commonLook
for clues whenever you
see pictures or
information in the media
★ When revising topics like
causes and treatments of
disease, make sure that
you cover all of the time
periods from the
medieval through to the
modern day in a pattern.

Travel and Tourism

★ Ensure that you keep up
to date with your Unit
material. This is the topic
we have been studying
since September. You
have saved your notes
each lesson on your Drive.
★ Practise exam style
questions. These range
from multiple choice,
short answers and longer
answer questions. You can
get past paper questions
from your teacher on
request. Your teacher
will also post past paper
questions to the Google
Classroom nearer the
exam.

